Both existing models for nonsymmetric distributions on 3-dimensional rotations and their associated one-sample inference methods have serious limitations in terms of both interpretability and ease of use. Based on the intuitively appealing Uniform Axis-Random Spin (UARS) construction of Bingham, Nordman, and Vardeman (2009) for symmetric families of distributions, we propose new highly interpretable and tractable classes of nonsymmetric distributions that are derived from mixing UARS distributions. These have an appealing Preferred Axis-Random Spin (PARS) construction and (unlike existing models) directly interpretable parameters. Non-informative one-sample Bayes inference in these models is a direct generalization of UARS methods introduced in Bingham, Vardeman, and Nordman (2009), where credible levels were found to be essentially equivalent to frequentist coverage probabilities. We apply the new models and inference methods to a problem in biomechanics, where comparison of model parameters provides meaningful comparisons for the nature of movement about the calcaneocuboid joint of three different primate subjects.
Introduction
Data in the form of 3-dimensional rotations are common in the study of biomechanics and human motion. As skeletal mammals move, their bones rotate around various joints. By connecting infra-red emitting diodes to various positions on limbs, the rotations about joints can be traced as movement occurs. In the application considered in this paper, we analyze movement about the calcaneocuboid joint, which lies between the calcaneous (heel) and cuboid bones of the foot (see Figure 1) . Rotational movement about this joint while in a sitting position was measured over time as load was applied to the knee. Measurements were obtained from three primates; a human, a baboon, and a chimpanzee. All data treated in this paper were obtained by Prof. Thomas Greiner of the Physical Therapy Department at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. To compare and contrast the movement in the foot for the different subjects, we require methods for analyzing 3-dimensional orientation data.
Bingham, Nordman, and Vardeman (2009) considered the Uniform Axis-Random Spin (UARS) class of distributions on orientations in three dimensions. While the UARS class provided important new flexibility in the modeling of 3-dimensional orientation data, it is a symmetric class of distributions and may not provide an adequate fit to data showing some degree of asymmetry of distribution (as in the case of the calcaneocuboid data we will consider). Thus, it is of interest to extend the UARS class. While the general von Mises-Fisher distribution (referred to here as the matrix Fisher distribution) allows for nonsymmetric modeling and is the most widely studied and referenced distribution for rotations in the statistical literature (see Downs (1972) , Khatri and Mardia (1977) , Jupp and Mardia (1979) , and Prentice(1986)), it suffers from practical limitations. Inference for the matrix Fisher distribution is not simple, and parameters are not easily interpreted. This is illustrated in the context of the calcaneocuboid data in Section 4. Further, simulation from the matrix Fisher distribution is not obvious. There is a need for a nonsymmetric class of distribu-tions without the limitations of the matrix Fisher class, useful for applications like the one considered here. In the next section we develop such a statistical model. By providing a constructive definition of a new class of distributions, we arrive at physically meaningful parameters. In Section 3 we offer a direct and straightforward approach to inference for this new class of distributions using MCMC-based Bayes methods, and in Section 4 this methodology is applied to the analysis of calcaneocuboid data.
The Preferred Axis-Random Spin Distributions
Let Ω be the set of 3×3 orthogonal rotation matrices satisfying the right hand rule (with positive determinant). The UARS distributions of can be used to model a random orientation in Ω distributed about a central orientation of S ∈ Ω. Q ∈ Ω from a UARS distribution with central orientation S can be represented as Q = ST(U, r), where the random rotation matrix
results from rotating the 3 × 3 identity matrix, I 3×3 , about a random axis identified by unit
through an independently generated random angle r ∈ (−π, π].
For the UARS distributions, the random angle r is assumed to follow a circular distribution on (−π, π] that is symmetric about 0 with spread depending on a concentration parameter κ ≥ 0 (represented by the density C(r|κ)), and U is uniformly distributed on the unit sphere.
Small |r| indicates rotations from a UARS model deviating little from the central orientation S, and since κ controls the spread of the circular distribution for r, it also controls variation in random rotations from the UARS distributions. write Q ∼ UARS(S, κ), where S is the location parameter and κ is the spread parameter.
A particular subclass of UARS distributions is specified by choosing a parametric circular distribution for r by specifying a density C(r|κ).
Random orientations from a UARS distribution will scatter around the central orientation S in a symmetric fashion. Figure 2 (a) portrays 100 UARS observations plotted around S (represented by the rotated positions of the positive x, y, and z axes). Each observation (a rotation) corresponds to a set of three points on the sphere (representing the three columns of the rotation matrix), scattered around the unit vectors that are the columns of S. We can see that the UARS observations form directionally symmetric patterns of rotated axes around the central position. There are situations, however, where data may scatter around a central orientation in patterns that are not directionally symmetric but have "preferred directions," such as is pictured in Figure 2 (b).
We next provide a constructive definition to develop a class of nonsymmetric distributions for 3-dimensional rotations. We also present some properties of this class and note here that while proofs of these properties are omitted, most follow fairly directly from results for the UARS class (see the Appendix of Bingham, Nordman, and Vardeman (2009)). Let O ∼ UARS(I 3×3 , κ) and let V be a fixed vector. By multiplying a random symmetric pertubation (i.e. having random axis) O by a random rotation T(V, p) around a fixed axis V, where T is the function of a unit vector and angle defined in (1) and p ∈ (−π, π] follows a circular distribution symmetric about 0 with concentration parameter τ (with density D(p|τ )), we can "smear" distributions for orientations that are symmetric about the central orientation to create nonsymmetric orientations. We will say (for
has Preferred Axis-Random Spin distribution with location I 3×3 , and parameters V, κ, and τ and use the notation PARS(I 3×3 , κ, V, τ ) for the distribution of P. We will refer to V as the "preferred axis of rotation." Property 1 below indicates that P and P have the same distribution. first. As the PARS class is defined, with rotation about V occurring prior to rotation by S, V is the preferred axis of rotation in the original coordinate system and "smearing" symmetric distributions centered at I 3×3 about V is equivalent to "smearing" symmetric distributions centered at S about SV. Thus, if the rotation about V is applied after rotating the original axes by S, we are "smearing" symmetric distributions centered at S about V.
This is equivalent to "smearing" symmetric distributions centered at I 3×3 about S V, giving preferred axis of rotation S V (Property 3).
Property 4 states that the resulting PARS distribution is the same whether we are considering preferred axis V or −V. Thus, the preferred axis of rotation should be viewed as a line rather than a vector, as the direction here is non-identifiable. 3 Non-Informative One-Sample Bayes Inference for the
PARS Distributions
In this section we develop a straightforward MCMC-based Bayes approach to inference for the PARS distributions. This approach, with the right prior choice, allows us to perform very tractable approximately frequentist inference in a situation where maximum likelihood would be far less tractable (and potentially even undefined). Since the model parameters include 3-dimensional rotations (S) and unit vectors in R 3 (V), even where the likelihood is well-behaved its computation would require n calls to numerical integration per evaluation (as the density given below does not have an obvious closed form) and maximization would be difficult. The Bayes methodology developed here gives an inference framework for describing the PARS parameters belonging to special manifolds without the need for reparamaterization (e.g. using quaternions, Euler angles), while avoiding maximization of likelihood functions on these manifolds.
We begin by describing the density (with respect to the invariant Haar measure on
where O ∼ UARS(I 3×3 , κ), and given the value of the spin p, we have
Therefore, the conditional density f (M|p) is obtained by using T (V, p)S M as the argument in the UARS(I 3×3 , κ) density. The invariant Haar measure acts as a "uniform distribution"
on Ω (Downs, 1972) 
with respect to the Haar measure, where C(r|κ) is the density for the spin of the UARS distribution and tr stands for the trace of a matrix. Then, a joint density for (M, p) is given
where f (M|r, S, κ, V) is given in (2) and D(p|τ ) is the density for the circular distribution placed on p. The PARS density for M does not have an obvious closed form, but for specific M can be evaluated by numerical integration of g in (3) with respect to p ∈ (−π, π].
To perform Bayes inference for the PARS class, priors must first be placed on the parameters S, κ, V, and τ . For the location parameter S we use a prior uniform on Ω, so the prior distribution for S is specified by the density
with respect to the Haar measure. For the parameters κ and τ, we will use Jeffreys priors.
So the prior densities for κ and τ (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) will be given by
and
Note that if r has von Mises circular distribution with density
the Jeffreys prior is given by the density
where I i (·) is the modified Bessel function of order i. Lastly, we place a uniform prior on the vector V. If we write V in terms of polar coordinates θ ∈ [0, π] and φ ∈ [0, 2π) so that V = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ), then the uniform distribution on the set of unit vectors has probability density (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) given by
Now suppose that m 1 , . . . , m n are PARS(S, κ, V, τ ) observations with corresponding (unobservable) spins p 1 , . . . , p n . Then we have a posterior density for the parameters S, κ, V, and τ , and for the unobservable p 1 , . . . , p n proportional to
where g is given in (3), and h j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are given in (4)-(7).
To simulate values from the posterior (8), a Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs algorithm can be used. We first describe the generation of proposals for updates of parameters and then detail how these are used. If after j −1 iterations of the algorithm we have S j−1 as the current value of the parameter S, then we obtain a candidate for
where ρ 1 is a tuning parameter that can be adjusted to make the algorithm efficient and vM- 
4. Generate log(κ j * ) ∼ N(log(κ j−1 ), σ 2 1 ), with κ j * as a proposal for κ j .
Compute a
for G in (8) and generate
7. Generate V j * ∼ FS(V j−1 , ρ 2 ) as a proposal for V j , where FS represents the Fisher spherical distribution.
3 j = G(S j , κ j , V j * , τ j−1 , p j−1 1 , . . . , p j−1 n ) G(S j , κ j , V j−1 , τ j−1 , p j−1 1 , . . . , p j−1 n ) for G in (8) and generate W 3 j ∼ Bernoulli(min(1, a 3 j )). 9. Take V j = W 3 j V j * + (1 − W 3 j )V j−1 .
Generate log(τ
2 ), with τ j * as a proposal for τ j .
Compute a
for G in (8) and generate W 
For
Once we have have used the above algorithm to obtain a large number of posterior draws (after an appropriate burn-in period), we can obtain point estimates and credible regions For the parameter S a point estimate is taken to be the matrixŜ that minimizes tr(ŜS), where it is well-defined), and in the next section we apply this Bayes methodology to the calcaneocuboid joint data.
Application to Movement of the Calcaneocuboid Joint
In the application considered here, we are interested in examining movement about the calcaneocuboid joint for a human, a chimpanzee, and a baboon. Each subject was placed in a sitting position with the foot flat on the floor. Load was then applied to the knee and movement was tracked by using infra-red emitting diode markers attached to the foot at the location of the calcaneous bone and the location of the cuboid bone. For each of the subjects, one application of load resulted in 125 observations giving the orientation of each of the markers at that time point. Although the data for each subject have been collected over time, for purposes of illustration we treat these observations as if they were independent and identically distributed. If the orientation of the calcaneous bone is represented as B and the orientation of the cuboid bone is represented as M, then the resulting orientation that measures the relative orientation of the calcaneous bone with respect to the cuboid bone is given as B T M. These relative orientations are the data that are analyzed here.
As mentioned in Section 1, although the matrix Fisher distribution might be used for nonsymmetric modeling of rotations, its parameters are not easily interpreted. To illustrate this, the matrix Fisher distribution was fit to each of the calcaneocuboid data sets using the derivations given by Khatri and Mardia (1977) . For the case of 3 × 3 rotations, the matrix Fisher distribution has density a(F) exp(tr(F T o)), o ∈ Ω with respect to the Haar measure on Ω where a(F) is a normalizing constant with F a 3 × 3 matrix of full rank. The parameter F can be decomposed as F = KM where M is the "polar component" (sometimes called the "mean direction" as in Downs (1972)) and K is the "elliptic component" (Khatri and Mardia, 1977) . For data o 1 , . . . , o n , the maximum likelihood estimates of M and K can be obtained by considering the singular value decomposition ofō = 1 n n i=1 o i . This decomposition yieldsō = ∆D gΓ , where D g is a diagonal matrix with entries g = (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 ). The maximum likelihood
where 0 F 1 is the hypergeometric function with matrix argument. Then forφ = (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,φ 3 ), solving g i = µ i (φ), i = 1, 2, 3, the maximum likelihood estimate for K isK =∆D φ∆ T (Khatri and Mardia, 1977) . The estimates for M and K are given in Table 1 for each of the calcaneocuboid data sets.
While the polar components, M, do provide an interpretable representation of where the data are centered (and are similar to the central orientations, S, that will be obtained from fitting the PARS distributions), the elliptic components provide no clearly interpretable insight as to which of the three data sets exhibits the highest degree of asymmetry nor anything about "directions" of asymmetry. The matrix Fisher fit does not allow for subject matter comparison of the three calcaneocuboid data sets. Because the geometric construction of the PARS models gives easily interpretable parameters and the Bayes methodology of Section 3 provides a simple inference approach for estimating these parameters, we now turn our attention to fitting the PARS distributions to calcaneocuboid data.
The Bayes analyses of Section 3 were applied to each of the three data sets, where spins r and p were taken to have a von Mises distribution, so that
, for I 0 (·) the modified Bessel function of order 0. A total of 10000 posterior simulations were obtained after a burn-in of 10000 iterations. Bayes point estimates for κ, τ , and ±V are given in Table 3 and the Bayes estimates for S are given in Table 2 . Because the markers may have not been placed comparably on all subjects, comparison of the estimated central orientationsŜ and the estimated preferred directionsV across subjects are not of subject matter interest. Though the estimated preferred axes of rotation may not be comparable across subjects, the preferred axis still has physical meaning for each subject. In this application, the preferred axis can be thought of as the primary rotational axis for the calcaneocuboid joint. The primary rotational axis is the anatomical axis about which observed movement occurs, as opposed to one of the axes of the reference frame (Ball and Greiner, 2011). Figure 5 shows the data for each subject. Since the estimated central orientationsŜ are not comparable across subjects, each data set was rotated by itsŜ so all data sets approximately share central orientation at I 3×3 (represented by x, y, z in the figure). We can see that spread and amount of asymmetry differ across subjects. Figure 6 shows von Mises density curves for the fitted values of κ and τ given in Table 3 . We see that the baboon data is the most concentrated around the central orientation (has the largest value ofκ) with the least amount of asymmetry (has the largest value ofτ ). While the human data also resulted in a fairly large value ofκ, it exhibits the highest degree of asymmetry (with the smallestτ at 68.68). To illustrate the plausibility of the fitted PARS distributions, 125 PARS observations were generated using the estimated parameters from the chimp data. Figure 7 displays these observations in a similar manner to the actual chimp data from Figure 5 (c).
We see that the simulated data closely resemble the actual data, providing some evidence of the adequacy of the PARS distribution with von Mises spins for describing these data. To more completely compare subjects, we consider credible regions for our parameters. Table 4 gives the 95% credible intervals for κ and τ along with the sizes of the cone angle for the credible regions for V and S. We can see that none of the 95% credible intervals for τ overlap, so that each subject exhibits a different degree of asymmetry when considering movement around the calcaneocuboid joint, with the baboon showing much less asymmetry than the chimp and human. We also see that the baboon shows less variability in movement about the joint than the human and chimp, as evidenced by a credible region for κ that lies to the right of the (overlapping) regions for the human and chimp.
It might be expected that chimps and baboons would have similar movement about the calcaneocuboid joint, because the structure of their feet differs from that of a human foot.
Human feet do not have the ability to effectively grasp and manipulate objects because toes are shorter, and the arches are relatively higher in the human foot than those in chimps.
However, chimps and humans are both part of the Hominidae family (sometimes referred to as Great Apes), while the baboon is part of the Cercopithecidae family (Old World Monkeys).
Thus, despite the differences in the foot structure of humans and chimps, we see that they exhibit movement around the calcaneocuboid joint that is more alike than is that of the human and the baboon or the chimp and the baboon.
To provide evidence that the Bayes methodology presented here behaves as expected based on properties of similar methods for UARS models (with actual frequentist confidence levels approximating 95%), a small simulation study was done. Representing each subject, 100 samples of size n = 125 were generated from the PARS distribution using the estimated parameter values. For each of these 100 samples, a sample of size 8000 was generated from the posterior (8) (taken after a burn-in of 2000 iterations) using the algorithm outlined in Section 3 with starting values set at the true parameters. The 8000 posterior draws were used to find 95% credible regions for each parameter and it was determined whether the region captured the true parameter value (from which the data were generated). Empirical coverage rates are given in Table 5 . The percentages in the table indicate that all credible regions are holding their nominal coverage rates and the Bayes methods are performing as desired for the parameter values estimated from the human, baboon, and chimp data. Median sizes of the credible regions (for the 100 samples) were also found for each case and are presented in Table 6 . For κ and τ , the size of the credible region is expressed as the width of the credible interval. For V, the size of the credible region is expressed as the angle betweenV and the edge of the cones representing the credible region. For S, the size of the credible region is expressed as the angle between any axis ofŜ and the edge of the cone around that axis.
Conclusion
The PARS distributions developed in this paper build upon the symmetric UARS distri- 
